South African Sailing National Team Sailing League

Two key pillars of the SAS strategy launched at the end of 2015 include Building the Base of
Sailors, and Transformation. Various initiatives have been developed in this area however it
has not been simple to address the following key areas:
•
•
•
•

•

The inclusion of less experienced sailors, novices (new to sailing) and “pro’s”
A focus on sharing a great experience and to offer the sport to as many current and
would be sailors as possible.
The reactivation and retention of sailors who find that they currently have less available
recreational time
The attraction of more youth to clubs and membership growth by making sailing more
accessible to those who,
o Cannot afford to buy or own their own craft
o Don’t want the hassle of craft ownership
o Cant or do not want to commit a whole day to the sailing
o Prefer social sailing either in a group or with a crew
Simple access to sailing for all in simple to sail boats

Enabling sailing for life across all sailing disciplines for all South Africans
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The SAS strategy mentioned the formation of the active schools sailing league as a method to
address these items and we are now in a position to announce the development of a Team
Sailing League (TSL).

What is the Team Sailing League?
The TSL is a team-racing league where two teams of up to three boats compete against each
other in equally matched two person sailing boats. This program has been developed to grow
sailing and re introduce the magic into the sport of sailing for both new and existing sailors. The
TSL will cover the following four areas:
•

Youth Team Sailing League – Sailors continue to display their frustration that sailing is
not a school/ varsity/ college sport and we believe that this is a major opportunity for
growth of our sport. The program will focus most of its time on growing this area by
operating a bi- weekly sailing league targeting sailors in age from 14 to 24 involved in
schools, colleges and varsities across the demographics of South Africa. The
terminology will be changed to reflect what this market understands; tournaments not
regattas etc.

•

Inter Club League – SAS continues to believe that the growth of sailing is done through
clubs and classes. We do not have many events in South Africa where sailors represent
their clubs on a regular basis and use this to develop diversity, club membership and
skills level. This is successfully used by other sports to promote the clubs and develop
the sharing of skills from the experienced to the novices. We believe this is key to
growing our sport. The interclub tournament will run on a regional basis and will provide
the opportunity for the club to promote sailing. It is anticipated that this tournament will
happen once a month.

•

Corporate events – A key area in growing our sport is creating interest through the
corporate sector, which can introduce new sailors to our sport. The team sailing format
has been successfully applied in other countries to this end. The Corporate sailing
opportunity will have two types of events; Corporate Sailing Days (sailing day organised
for a company using youth sailors to introduce members of the public to our sport), and
an Inter Company TSL.

•

Women’s Team Sailing League – A key initiative in the transformation of our sport is
equalising the gender participation and this form of sailing is ideally suited to this.

All events will encourage teams of diversity and would result in a national league table for
schools, varsities/ colleges, clubs and corporates with which we can market the sport on various
platforms.

What boats will be used for the Team Sailing League
SAS has looked at the various boats that are available both locally and internationally to find the
boat most suited to this program. The boat required these characteristics; simple to sail and
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maintain, robust, capable of taking at least two large adults, one design, affordable, and most
importantly fun to sail.
With these criteria in mind SAS opened a request for proposal process with boat builders and,
following review of the proposals, appointed Performance Craft to build 28 boats. The build
process has taken longer than expected, as all participants have been involved in detailed
discussions to ensure the boats meet the objectives of the league. The boats are a customised
version of the well-known 420 dinghy with allowances made to better accommodate team
sailing, ease of use and low maintenance. We are very happy with the outcome of this build
process and the boats have been very successfully used at a few test events.
SAS has managed the boat build and half the boats have been completed with the remainder of
the boats being completed by the end of May. Operators in each of the major regions in the
country (KwaZulu Natal, Northern Region, Eastern Cape and the Western Cape) will be
allocated seven boats (two teams of three with a spare in case of damage during tournaments).

Format of the Team Sailing League
The TSL concept is for short, exciting and fun sailing. The tournaments will normally be run
over an afternoon with all the boats being provided. The sailing league tournaments will be in
team sailing format with three boats from one group sailing against three from another team.
The events will be held in venues that are very visible to the public and we expect that all events
will provide entertainment for both the competitors and their supporters. We anticipate these
tournaments can create energy, spectator participation and bring a social media and community
flavour to sailing. Event gatherings at clubs are encouraged.
As there is a lot of equipment involved it is anticipated the program will be based at one venue
for at least 12 months, rather than a travelling tournament.

Team Sailing League Operations
As can be seen from the program above, this program requires full time skills of experienced
event management organisations, not necessarily with sailing experience, and cannot be run
successfully on a part time volunteer basis. During January SAS put out a Request to Proposal
however at the time of writing we have not selected any organisations to run the events. Should
you know of an organisation that would be ideal to run a regional program then please let Greg
Smith, the SAS CEO, know their details.
Funding and Sponsorship
The boats have been paid for by a National Lottery contribution and SAS is providing seed
funding to get the regional projects off the ground. In addition we are looking for regional
sponsors to boost the growth of these events. We believe that operation of this league in the
form detailed above can provide revenue to operate a profitable business for operators that
show entrepreneurial energy and focus. What SAS looks for in return from the regional
operators of this program is a major contribution to the growth of sailing in this country through
the introduction of regular new sailors to our sport, and to reignite the sailing fire in those sailors
that have not been on the water for a while!
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Summary
This program has the ability to boost sailing, and transform the sport, by making sailing
accessible to all South Africans in a simple and affordable way. Similar to all other programmes
the success of this requires the support of all clubs, classes and sailors around the country.
There is lots we will learn in the journey but I am sure you will agree that this offers and exciting
year ahead!
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